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Structural Options Illustrated in Submissions
Retain Modify Complete Removal

Primary Function Minor > 50%

Traffic 13 0 4 n/a
Public / Cycling Link 12 7 n/a
Both (Traffic & Public) 7 2 0 n/a
Neither 1 0 0 n/a
TOTALS 33 13 5

re:CONNeCT
The submissions and commentary 
presented in the re:CONNECT Open 
Ideas Competition provided a glimpse 
into public opinion surrounding the 
potential future for the viaducts and 
the land beneath them.  Over-arching 
themes emerged that sought an area 
that was refreshingly unique; with 
nearly every one of the fifty submissions 
illustrating a decided departure from 
the previous development pattern 
lining the north shore of False Creek.  
Embedded in this was a level of public 
focus that place the primary goal of 
creating an exciting and inviting place 

for the citizens of the city to congregate.  
This document provides a quick recap 
of the overall themes and strategies that 
formed the submissions.

sTrUCTUraL apprOaCH

In the end, 51 unique submissions were 
received that addressed the issue of the 
viaducts, in either the Visualizing the 
Viaducts or Wildcard category of the 
competition.  While one might have 
anticipated that the open invitation to 
envisage a different future would have 
led to more aggressive approaches, well 
over half of all submissions suggested 
that both structures be retained (33, 
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65%).  Of those that sought retention of 
the structures, opinions were essentially 
evenly split between focusing on traffic 
needs, and focusing on retaining the 
structures for the purpose of the public 
use.  In summary, 13 sought retention 
for traffic (25%), 12 sought retention 
for parks and public space or cycling/
pedestrian links (24%), while seven 
sought a retention for both (14%). 

CeNTraL THemes

Looking at all of the submissions 
together central themes begin to 
emerge.  

park Space: 

Three-quarters of all submissions 
addressed an enhanced public park as a 
central driver of their submission.  
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activated Ground plane:

Of the submissions that retained, or 
modified the viaduct structures, nearly 
all took strides to activate the public 
realm at the ground plane.  Approaches 
ranged dramatically from retail infill 
under the structures, to developing 
gathering spaces, markets, swimming 
pools and yoga studios.  Part of this 
activation explored the potential for 
increasing the amount of covered public 
space at the ground plane.  

introduction of water:

Water is an integral element of the site’s 
history and this fact was something 
that was picked up on by a number of 
the participants.  Whether in the form 
of canals or swimming pools, water 
played a role in a larger number of the 
submissions received.  
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BikeS & pedeStrianS:  

Well over half of all the submissions 
(31) addressed the need for cycling and 
walking connections through this area 
of the city.

enGaGinG the StructureS: 

Of the submissions that retained or 
modified the structures 19 of them 
sought to engage the elevated level of 
the viaduct with some sort of building 
or structure.  These ranged from civic 
structures and galleries, to commercial 
and residential development.

introduction of 
development:  

Another theme that emerged in 20 of 
the submission was the introduction of 
additional development opportunities 
in one way or another into the scheme.  
This development ranged in use but 
provided some contextual infilling 
opportunities as a way of engaging the 
ground plane. 

Build under the 
viaductS: 

In the schemes where the viaducts 
were either retained or modified, a 
number of submissions (12) sought to 
fill in underneath the structures.  

tunnelinG of traffic: 

A few of the submissions (5, 10%) 
sought to remove the pedestrian 
barrier of vehicular movement by 
exploring some level of tunneling of 
traffic. 

themeS movinG forward

The ideas competition has been an 
informative first look into the desires 
and ideas that the public have about 
the future of this important area of 
the city.  While the real value of the 
competition is in the collection of 
ideas there are a number of themes 
and directions that staff will be actively 
looking to integrate into the future 

options and schemes presented to the 
public.  They include:

deliver a highly public and •	
human scaled district
maximize the potential & •	
quality of park
Introduce water and references •	
to its historic presence in the 
area
Ensure that the uses activate the •	
public realm, and should the 
viaducts remain, the ground 
plane under the viaducts
In phased options, explore •	
ways to engage the structures to 
animate underneath

Specific ideaS to teSt

A thoughtful street re-•	
configuration was put forth 
by the team of Dialog, PWL, 
Beasley & Green which staff 
is exploring to unite Pacific 
& Expo and to resolve the 
complicated intersections on the 
eastern edge.

Proposed public park area in 
competition scheme 
(viaducts removed)
23 Acres

Proposed public park area in last 
round of public dialogue 
(with viaducts)
9 Acres

Elevated Skyline Park - 
publicly accessible linear park 
system connecting Downtown 
development area and public park
3 Acres

people & history +
 Creation of Downtown Eastside commemorative park east of Main
 Awareness of, respect for residents of Downtown Eastside, Chinatown, Gastown, Strathcona - 
community history honoured with inclusive facilities and tributes

 Honouring citizens who stopped the freeway, leading to “Vancouverism” and Vancouver’s potential as  
greenest city

 Bold public art commemorating First Nations, industrial & unemployed “hobo” workers, history of 
founding areas and Hogan’s Alley

 Quebec Street localized, calmed, humanized with 2-way traffic, streetcar along west side & bikeway
 New Vancouver Museum on Main Street, near original townsite
 Skateboard Park remains, Dragon Boat facility added 

nature +
 Blanket of green space more than twice as much as previously proposed
 Additional water & waterfront - return of salmon streams - new community swimming pool
 High profile site for major First Nations Pavilion - walkable green roof & canoe carving shed

connectivity +
 “Spaghetti” street system replaced with efficient traffic grid – essential capacities and routings 
maintained

 Expo Boulevard closed under apron of big stadium – new expanded loading and marshalling areas for 
stadium, enhanced utility access from south

 Pacific Boulevard becomes grand, 2-way street with streetcar, full bikeway, spacious sidewalks, 
multiple rows of trees

 Georgia Street flows gently to False Creek – for cars and bikes – with magnificent pedestrian stairway
 Georgia Street begins with water & fountain at False Creek, ends with water & fountain at Lost Lagoon
 Parts of viaduct re-structured to create Skyline Park wrapping around arena - pedestrian exiting fully 
maintained

 New podium park system with wonderful overviews of False Creek
 Enhanced public transit: SkyTrain elevation raised for continuity of parks and streets below, better 
transit rider views above 

...ecological democracy represents the best possible life we can achieve...
- Design for Ecological Democracy: Randolf T. Hester

site plan: The removal of the viaducts results in more public parks, new connections to Downtown and Vancouver Eastside, social and cultural installations and improved sites for private development.

park plan: Park+ is a new Creekside Park system more than double the size originally 
proposed, with major extensions to the east; and a Skyline Park system using remnants of the 
viaducts, connected from Downtown to a podium level within new development on the site.

street plan: A new, two-way Pacific Boulevard connects Vancouver East with False Creek 
and Downtown via a new Georgia Street extension. This new street capacity means the viaducts 
can be dismantled now and we do not have to wait for new transit routings on Hastings Street. Full 
bikeway and streetcar route included.
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Introduction of Creekside 
Crescent neighbourhood 
street

Closure of Expo Boulevard 
as a service street for BC 
Place Stadium

Realignment and 
extension of Carrall 
Street and Greenway to  
Creekside Park
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Extend Georgia Street to 
reconnect Downtown to the 
water’s edge.
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Introduction of streetcar 
along Quebec Street and 
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Narrowing of Quebec Street 
to a neighbourhood street
Seawall extension - 
pedestrian and bikeway 
route

Georgia Street pedestrian 
extension/plaza

Prior Street pedestrian
extension
Creekside Crescent Mews - 
pedestrians and cars
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Full bikeway system - 

Quebec and waterfront with 
links north on Carrall and 
Quebec
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 Let’s secure 26 acres of green space: 16-acre Creekside Park; 3-acre Skyline Park; 7-acre Eastside Park
 Let’s maintain the capacity for the mixed-use energy of housing, offices and retail

Viaducts gone!
Let’s realize the dream of our anti-freeway heroes of yesterday with a bold new strategy of parks and 
public places.  Showcasing history and sustainability, let’s reconnect eastside communities and Downtown 
to False Creek with upper and lower green spaces, museums, monuments and elegant boulevards.  
Let’s repair urban rhythms without impacting traffic, with great improvements for nature, recreation, non-
motorized movement, views and living.  Why wait – let’s do this now!




